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Crazy craft 3. 0 game

Easy to work with, sturdy, and free, cardboard is one of the greatest craft materials around, says blogger Lorraine Teigland. Here she shares three absolutely cool projects. Photo: Ed Giudice I love working with cardboard. Why? First, it's plentiful. Cardboard sneaks into your home every time you bring in products and different and you can get boxes for free at most stores just by
asking them. Then there's the fact that you can build great things with it using just some tape or glue. Finally, the cardboard can be recycled, so it's eco-friendly. I've done hundreds of cardboard projects ranging from small milk boxes to cars and huts big enough for my three girls, ages 4, 5 and 7, to play inside. We work together to come up, plan, develop and build these toys. The
three projects on the following pages were originally built and played with my family. They also appeared on my craft and sewing blog, ikatbag (ikatbag.com), where you can find instructions for making seven other crafts shown on the right. Here are three fun projects using my favorite material. Advertising Advertising Credit: Ed Judice Sized is just right on a tiny doll peg, this basic
structure can be used to make a dollhouse or castle tower as well. Start with a cardboard canister, such as a container of oatmeal. Trim the top to cut it. Cut three fins out of corrugated cardboard. For the nose cone, cut a circle out of a grain cardboard box that doubled the diameter of the canister (our canister was 4 inches wide, so we used an 8-inch circle). Trim the pie piece
section and the rest of the curve into the cone, providing it with sticky glue. Paint the pieces with acrylic paint and let them dry. Advertising Cut a small circle towards the canisters for the window door. Cut a larger circle around the first lap, leaving 3/4 of an inch on one side uncircumcised for the hinge. Use hot glue to attach the fins and nose of the cone. Add the details with the
paint. This non-whacking-required pi?ata provides as much suspense as the traditional type. Children take turns pulling one tape at a time, only one of which opens the hatch holding back treats. Advertising Credit: Ed Judice from corrugated cardboard, cut a rectangle (our 16 by 25 inches) with flutes parallel to the short sides. Cut the tab like crenellations along one of the long
edges. We also cut out the window and added a drawing of the princess. Roll the rectangle into a cylinder and glue the overlap in place. Track the base of the tower on a piece of durable corrugated cardboard and cut out the circle. Use a craft knife (adult work) to cut out the hatch, causing one side to score, but not cut through to form a hinge. Cut near the yard curling tape. Glue
one end inside the hatch, opposite the hinge. You run the glue along the bottom edge of the tower, attach it to the base. Cut more lengths of tape - at least one or two per player. Put about 6 inches of their ends in three sides of the opening hatch, opening, Close the hatch carefully. the ribbons will be pinched in place. Advertising Credit: Ed Giudice hinge edges the hatch won't
have any tapes - a dead giveaway. To mislead players, use a craft knife to make small slits close to the hinge and insert the ribbons into them. With a hole kick, make holes at the top of the pi?ata and then tie the ribbon loops for hanging. Fill the tower with goodies and hang it. Photo Ed Giudice These were created when my daughters were in a serious musketeer phase - waving
brooms around, fighting invisible enemies. The blades of these swords are made of wrap paper tubes. For each sword, smooth out one end of the tube, trim it to a blunt point, and tape it shut. The advertisement is a cut strip of corrugated cardboard (with flutes parallel to short ends) that is about 1 inch wider than the tube and about 12 inches long. Wash the ends. About 2 inches
from one end, cut a hole big enough to fit the tube. Slide the tube through the hole. Credit: Ed Giudice Next, bend the other end around the flat end of the tube, and glue it in place. Apply a thin layer of glue to the blade, then wrap it with aluminum foil. Add a line of glue where the foil overlaps. If desired, paint the handle of the guard. Originally published in the March 2012 issue of
FamilyFun magazine. Advertising these games will make your Thanksgiving fun. Thanksgiving is a great opportunity to get together as a family, enjoy a football game, catch up with relatives and, of course, enjoy a great meal. But don't forget that kids need their age activities to feel part of this festive fun. So we put together a list of activities perfect for the before or after the main
event (we mean dinner, of course!) to ensure that everyone has a great holiday.1. Paper bag Indian What you need: paper food bags, newspapers, building paper in various colors, child-friendly scissors, safe for kids glue. Have each child stuff a bag with newspapers to form the main turkey organ. To make the head and neck, and features, let the children cut the molds out of the
building paper and glue on.2. Find the bird What you need: a paper turkey or stuffed animal, blindfolded. Blind one child and then hide a paper turkey or stuffed animal somewhere in the room. Blindfolded removed, the child should look for a valuable bird. Other children look shivering from the cold when the hunter is away from the turkey, and fan himself as the hunter gets warmer.
Allow each child to get a turn as a hunter. Turkey Treasure Hunt What You Need: Index Cards, Pencils. Each child take three pictures of the indians on the big index cards. Hide the cards all over the house. Give the kids 15 minutes to find as many turkeys as they can. The one who finds Attach the tail pen to the turkey What you need: a sheet of poster paper, markers, tape, fake
pen, blindfold. Tape home turkey to the wall at a height that can be reached by children. Blindfold each child on the turn, turn it three times and let him try to place the tail of the pen in the right place. As soon as he puts the pen on the poster, tape it in that place. The child who comes closest wins.5 Gone is Fishin' What You Need: Cardboard, Metal Paperclips, Empty Bucket,
Broom, String. Cut the pieces of cardboard into various festive shapes (turkeys, pilgrim hats, leaves) and attach to each metal clip. Put them all in a large empty bucket. In children fish for shapes using a broom with a string tied around the handle and a magnet at the end of the string. The guy who collects most forms wins. (These clever uses for turkey basters will change the way
you cook.) The best activities for kids to have fun and educational aspects. Explore our favorite ideas, learn how to create your own, and learn to get kids excited. Once you're powered through a pack of curiously strong mints, save the tin for some pocket-sized fun. With the addition of multiple downloadable gaming boards, clay simulations, and rare earth magnets, your Altoid
packaging will be transformed into a 4-in-1 travel game for portable play. Encourage your toddlers to explore color matching and sorting opportunities with delightful tactile home games. Paint simple wooden buckets in primary and secondary colors, then paint the wooden spoons in appropriate shades and shades. Print a deal with a coat of beeswax or olive oil that will keep the
game preserved (and non-toxic). There's a reason schoolteachers ask families to save empty cereal boxes - they're the perfect base for any number of smart craft projects. Here, the cereal field gets anew as a vertical racetrack, ready to challenge our favorite marbles for a friendly competition. Made by Joel has a tutorial. Turn your bathroom throws into a fun game for everyone.
Collect your toilet paper tubes as well as some paint, markers, black card stock, and glue. Once you've brought your snowmen to life (like this from Creative Me, Inspired by You), grab an inflatable ball and get ready to roll. This shoebox turned theater from handmade to Charlotte deserves applause. While an adult has to take care of handmade, which includes an X-Acto knife,
young children can help with dolls, and of course run the show. Miniature LED lights add a final, magical touch. Play-Doh is a true classic and now you can create your own custom color version at home with just a few pantry staples. Even if your players are at the I-need-to-put-this-in-my-mouth stage, you can rest easy knowing that this recipe is completely edible, a little salty.
Create a miniature city within your own four walls using only foam core, washi tape, unfinished wooden blocks and a little paint! Follow the instructions from playful learning for this hand-playing mat, and from there, the imagination is all that is required. Smart ideas of the project and Tutorials delivered straight to your inbox every Saturday morning-subscribe today for the
WEEKEND DIY Club newsletter! Newsletter!
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